THE FUTURE - RECOVERY PLAN - ACTIVE LABOUR MARKET POLICY ALMP’s

- Strengthen Active Labor Market Policies (ALMPs) and Vocational Training
- Strengthen Employment Centers (Public Employment Services - PES)
- Promote the creation of women's businesses and the introduction of gender Quality certification.
- Promote the acquisition of new skills by the new generations
Reform 1.1: Active employment policies and training

Reform of active policies and vocational training, it supports vocational re-training and reintegration paths for workers in transition and for unemployed and defines with the Regions the essential levels of training activities for the most vulnerable categories.

Adoption, together with the regions, of the National Employability Guarantee Program (GOL). National program of taking charge, provision of specific services and personalized professional planning. The new GOL Program intends to learn from the experience of recent years, to try to overcome the territorial heterogeneity of the services provided at the level between the regions.

Other elements on which it will be necessary to intervene is the proximity of the interventions and the network integration of territorial services (PES). Specific attention will be dedicated to the work placement of people with disabilities.
Reform 1.1: Active employment policies and training

Adoption of the National New Skills Plan, promoted by the Ministry of Labor and Social Policies in collaboration with the Regions, the aim of reorganizing the training of workers in transition and the unemployed, through the strengthening of the vocational training system and the definition of essential levels of quality for up-skilling and re-skilling activities in favor of the beneficiaries of income support instruments.

The Plan will also integrate other initiatives, regarding measures in favor of young people - such as strengthening the dual system - and NEETs, as well as actions for adult skills, starting with people with very low skills.

For employed workers, the New Skills Fund is strengthened, to allow companies to reshape working hours, in order to encourage training activities based on specific collective agreements with trade unions.

In this way, once the training needs for the specific company, sector or territory have been identified, the required upskilling is ensured by putting the cost of the hours spent in training on the resources of the Fund. The costs of training (teachers and classrooms) remain to be borne by the enterprises, for which it is possible to use the bilateral founds (agreement trade union and entrepreneurs association).
ACTIVE POLICIES AND JOB SERVICES IN THE VENETO REGION

We Live with 4 characteristics of the LABOUR MARKET
- Destruction and reconstruction of jobs
- Mismatching of supply and demand
- High and low qualifications

PES means First Aid for activation
- Applications vs vacancies from PES and Authorized prived body
- Participation in active policies: Internship, Training, Accompaniment to Relocation

Public-private collaboration in LMPs
- The Authorized private body carries out specialist activities in the LMPs
- For the PES the main LMPs is Internships
- The directions is gathering stable work
ACTIVE POLICIES AND JOB SERVICES IN THE VENETO REGION

• **Target**
  - Up to 3 months - online and offline information
  - From three months to a one year - relocation and short training
  - From one to two year - long training and relocation
  - Disabled - targeted projects (internship and accompaniment to relocation)
  - Disadvantaged - territorial projects

• **Costs of ALMP’s are recognized based on the result**

• **Regional measures universally present (Youth and Adults):**
  - LMPs: training, internship, accompaniment to new employment
  - Youth Guarantee has produced a radical change for active policies: standard measures, cost to result, tracking
Monthly unemployment flows 12,000/month, 10,000 DID/month unemployed and 2,000 DID/month UNOCCUPIED (beginners). DID means *declaration of immediate availability*. Decrease in the DID flow in 2020 by -17%, from 143,000 DID in 2019 to approximately 118,000 in 2020. In July 2020 the entry levels of previous years (precarious school DIDs) were maintained, other periods of significant fall, especially for March, April and May (lockdown). The unemployed follow a downward trend which is further accentuated towards the end of the year.
VENETO LAVORO - NETWORK PES - MISSION

• **Organizational infrastructure**: planning, control and management of PES in activities for the unemployed and businesses; assistance to accredited private operators for access to active policies for all the unemployed;

• **Information infrastructure**: SILV regional information system with applications for services to users of the system people, companies, public and private operators;

• **knowledge infrastructure**: production of knowledge on the regional labor market, starting from information from the information system, regarding the economic situation and the effects of national and regional policies.

60% OF THE UNEMPLOYED IN VENETO DO NOT HAVE DIGITAL SKILLS AND TOOLS
LM FEATURES: (1) DESTRUCTION AND REBUILDING OF WORKPLACES


Veneto. Posizioni di lavoro dipendente* per livello professionale
Variazioni cumulative, dicembre 2008 – dicembre 2019

Fonte: elabor. Veneto Lavoro su dati Unioncamere – ANPAL, Sistema informativo Excelsior 2020

REDUCED NUMBER OF CANDIDATES
INADEQUACY – HARD AND SOFT SKILLS – OF CANDIDATES
Veneto. Changes in employment positions from January to December 2020

Italy / Veneto estimates for 2020 fall in GDP between -8% (government prudential scenario) and -10.6% (risk scenario).

- Covid redundancy fund 700,000 heads estimate 15 / 30,000 unemployed exits
- Reduction of TD employees - 40,000
- Hiring 2020/19
  - TI -26% TD -22%
- Hiring 2020/19
  - Female -27%
- Hiring 2020/19
  - Young -28%

Unemployment growth
From 140k to 200k + 30%
Classification of the unemployed (who previously had a job) in Veneto

100% UNEMPLOYED

- 13.9% Towards the danger of inactivity
- 44.2% Fired and not to be relocated
- 9.7% Not to be disturbed
- 32.1% Precarious in search of stability

Active Policies: Training, Internship, Relocation

Women 74% foreigners 45% mature age, low level of education (only 21% graduates), recently redundant 79%, PAL 12%, 365 days of unemployment. Probability of exit 20%.

Women and adults 60%, middle school and diploma 27%, term TD 55% tourism and services, layoffs 27%. PAL 20%, 280 days unemployment. Probability of exit 38%.

Easy exit from unemployment. Women 67% adults 73% graduates 51% foreigners 2%. Education 80% high qualification 77% immediate loss. 79 days unemployment. Probability of exit 80%.

Men 54% and under 30 41%. 50% with degree and diploma. Term TD 79%. PAL 29% Axl 182 days unemployment. Probability of exit 55%.
EFFECTS OF THE VENETO SYSTEM OF ACTIVE POLICIES

Available registered in 2018: cumulative relocation rates by distance from the DID according to the different active policies.

**GG** early activation and placement rate at one year 75% of them have found work and at 24 months the share is close to 90%.

**Axl** Policy for unemployed over 30 with high relocation starting from 10-12 months from the release of the Did until reaching rates of over 80% at 24 months.

**Internship** Politics Active evergreen just check it
"Entrust" each new unemployed user to an operator who assumes responsibility for their care and coordinates and monitors the entire process of job placement, from taking charge to leaving unemployment.

The unemployed of the current year are tied up to the Case Manager.
ACCOUNT MANAGER

TARGET

Consolidate the role of the PES towards enterprises through specialized management with the ACCOUNT operator able to customize the service provided, guarantee support and assistance, monitoring needs, customer loyalty.

Business Portfolio + Vacant
THE MAIN ACTIVE POLICIES IN VENETO

UNDER 30

OVER 30

ASSEGNO
PER IL LAVORO

WORK EXPERIENCE
# ACTIVE POLICIES FOR WORK IN VENETO: MEASURES AND TOOLS

## Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Internship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youth Guarantee</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check for Work</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Experience</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHECK FOR WORK: DATA MONITORING

52,775 ASSEGNI RILASCIATI

36% di cui percettori di ammortizzatori sociali

< 10 giorni TEMPO MEDIO RILASCIO

24,850 (47%) MASCHI

27,925 (53%) FEMMINE

41,051 (78%) ITALIANI

11,724 (22%) STRANIERI

16,642 ASSEGNI RILASCIATI GENNAIO - DICEMBRE 2020

ETÀ

30 - 39 anni 30%
40 - 49 anni 36%
50+ anni 34%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

DISTRIBUZIONE PROVINCIALE

VR 10,329 (19%)
VE 6,958 (13%)
TV 10,309 (20%)
BL 2,071 (4%)

CAPOLUOGHI

CPI BELLUNO 1,009
CPI PADOVA 5,570
CPI ROVIGO 1,270
CPI TREviso 3,829
CPI VENEZIA 1,873
CPI VERONA 4,376
CPI VICENZA 3,246

20,000 per year
Job seekers in Veneto region are supported with an allowance of up to EUR 5,796. So far the measure has supported 52,775 unemployed people. It is a form of fruitful collaboration between public and private employment services. Since October 2018 the government of the Veneto Region, has offered a "Check for work" to unemployed people over the age of 30 years old, resident or domiciled in the region, regardless of the duration of their unemployment. With the allowance, the unemployed are supported in their search for work with "information services, guidance and counseling, training and support for insertion / reintegration into the labor market".
Once the unemployment benefit has been granted to applicants (for a maximum amount of EUR 5,796), the Employment Center defines the employability of the unemployed person, "i.e. the degree of distance of the unemployed from the labor market, and the degree of aid intensity, which will determine the maximum admissible amount for services aimed at favoring the placement / relocation of the person ".

"Once the compensation has been received, the worker has 30 days to choose one of the 108 accredited bodies for Employment Services in the Veneto Region that can implement the measures, with 400 offices available throughout the region".

Part of this allowance (€ 1,770) can be used for training, such as language or IT certification and professional development.
The accredited bodies are the **private sector employment services**, such as GI Group, Umana, Adecco, Manpower, Enaip Veneto, which receive most of the allowance when the candidate signs an employment contract lasting at least 6 months, also for temporary work.

The measure was successful for 32,416 job seekers, who signed long or short term employment contracts.

Similar initiatives have been developed in other Italian regions, but mostly aimed at young people under the age of 30 and that is not in education, work or training (the so-called NEETs).
**YOUTH GUARANTEE VENETO: DATA MONITORING**

**164.572 adesioni totali**
1.792 adesioni 4° trim. 2020

**108.263 patti di servizio totali**
25.837 attivi
82.426 conclusi

**109.801 adesioni effettive totali**
3.022 adesioni effettive 4° trim. 2020

**62.767 attività svolte totali**

**3.630 adesioni 4° trim. 2020**

**3.022 adesioni effettive 4° trim. 2020**

**2.313 patti di servizio 4° trim. 2020**

**25.000 per year**

**100.201 totale giovani che hanno trovato lavoro dopo l’adesione**

**TIPOLOGIA DI CONTRATTO**
- 25% Apprendistato
- 29% Tempo determinato
- 15% Somministrazione
- 14% Tempo indeterminato
- 9% Altro

**DISTRIBUZIONE PROVINCIALE**
1. VICENZA (19%)
2. TREVISSO (17%)
3. PADOVA (17%)

**TIPOLOGIA DI SETTORE**
1. TURISMO
2. METALMECCANICO
3. COMMERCIO

**Monitoraggio Garanzia Giovani Veneto**
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